Psychogenic dysphonia: peeling back the layers.
Resolution of psychogenic dysphonia is often quick and effortless for client and therapist alike. In such instances, the therapeutic interventions are simple and straightforward, insights are reached without difficulty, and once normal voice has been established, resumption of dysphonia or other psychosomatic symptoms rarely occurs. Sometimes, however, psychogenic dysphonia is extremely difficult to overcome, requiring considerable time, effort, and determination on the part of the client, coupled with confident, skilled persistence and psychotherapeutic insight from the therapist. In such cases one feels a sense of working through many complex layers before obtaining satisfactory voice or reaching an understanding of the psychogenic factors that precipitated onset and/or maintenance of the dysphonia. Two cases that illustrate this involved process of peeling back the layers are presented. For resolution of severe psychogenic dysphonia, the therapist must be able to recognize and establish the complex relationship between the neurophysiological, intrapsychic, and interpersonal levels of function as they affect the client's voice and person, as a whole. This work requires considerable courage and skill on the part of the therapist to question, explore, change direction, and select alternative approaches. It is important that the problem can be resolved with a depth of understanding which is relevant for the client, and with due attention to the social context and wider systems of which he or she is a part.